LESSON 6
PORTFOLIO ASSIGNMENT

Keep this portfolio assignment to submit in Lesson 7. Submit your portfolio to Independent Study according to the instructions in the Read Me First section of this course.

While you read about or listen to current events for this lesson, complete five bibliography entries about local government. The articles for this lesson must be about local government issues.

Bibliographies

1. Author, title, and source:

   Summary:

   Classification (U.S. government; which branch?):

2. Author, title, and source:

   Summary:

   Classification (U.S. government; which branch?):

3. Author, title, and source:

   Summary:

   Classification (U.S. government; which branch?):
4. Author, title, and source:

Summary:

Classification (U.S. government; which branch?):

5. Author, title, and source:

Summary:

Classification (U.S. government; which branch?):